
MBA 570  Enterprise Strategy                                                             CRN# 21784 
Summer 2018      Saturday 8:00 AM – Noon                 Douglas Hall 330           May 26 to June 16 
Instructor  Dr. Christopher M. Barlow 

barlowc@uic.edu     Phone (630) 881-8467 
Office Hours by appointment  
Extremely available by e-mail  

Approach: 
UIC intends to graduate MBA’s capable of effective organizational leadership.  This means excelling at: 

• Communication Skills -- Students will display oral and written communication skills by producing 
quality written analyses and delivering quality oral presentations on a business problem area. 

• Leadership – Students will display appropriate leadership skills and work collaboratively with others 
to accomplish critical goals by developing effective group projects. 

• Decision Making – Students will display analytical and critical thinking skills to advance 
organizations and improve performance in dynamic environments. 

• Social, Ethical, and Legal Environment of Business – Students will display their abilities to 
effectively evaluate and respond to social, ethical, and legal issues encountered in business situations. 

• General Business Knowledge: Students will demonstrate a general level of knowledge across the 
basic business disciplines of accounting, finance, management, marketing, and quantitative analysis. 

 
This course lets you explicitly demonstrate your preparation to graduate by analyzing strategic business cases 
as individuals and in teams, presenting your analysis and conclusions in oral and written form, and completing 
a standardized test on MBA knowledge. 
 
To support you in these tasks we will review and explore techniques of strategic thinking, various approaches 
to business strategy, communication tactics, and tools for accelerating the effectiveness of creative teamwork. 
 
You will complete this course with deliverables, skills, and knowledge intended to greatly increase your 
success in interviewing for new positions or promotions. 
Course Materials: 
 Case pack from Harvard Business Publishing  http://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/79419771 
 Downloaded articles on Blackboard from my consulting company, The Co-Creativity Institute 
 Regular reading of International, National, and Chicago area news sources for business and activities. 
Grading: 
Grades will be awarded based on summing the points earned from work submitted by Saturday June 16. 

900 Pts = A        800 Pts = B           700 Pts = C         600 Pts = D   
All materials are graded based on the knowledge demonstrated and the quality of analysis. Materials of good 
quality will receive about 80% of the points indicated. The full “A” level of points is given for excellence, 
such as superior insight, relating and integrating concepts, personal reflection, or other elements that 
demonstrate your creativity and managerial expertise.   
Individual Work 
• Case and Discussion Prep Choose ten key points from the assigned 

case(s) and from the readings and explain their importance.  
(4 assignments at 50 pts each = 200 points)   

• Due noon on Friday before class, including before the first. 
Late assignments lose half credit. 

• Individual case write-ups of Uber and Apple.  (200 pts each = 
400pts) 

You will join a team with your classmates 
to: 
• Analyze a case, write a case analysis 

paper, and present in class. (200 pts) 
• You will make a five minute oral 

presentation of your part of the team case 
analysis. (100 pts) 

• Assess quality of team members’ work 
and participation.  (100 pts) 

Attendance is expected in every class. This is a workshop class in which prepared students work together to discuss the 
techniques and use them to develop insights into the assigned cases.  You are expected to participate fully in an effective 
team project, although time will be given in class to do much of the interactive work. 

 

http://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/79419771
http://www.cocreativity.com/
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ASSIGNMENT DETAILS 
POSTING HOMEWORK  
All homework is submitted electronically through Blackboard.  Prepare documents and save them as Word .doc 
or .docx files.  Then go to the appropriate link in the course documents or discussion board area to upload that 
document for me to grade.  Please, do not paste it into the form. 
WEEKLY “TOP TEN” Prep Case and Readings 
A major part of the learning in this course will come from discussing the readings and cases with classmates. 
This learning is maximized when everyone has read and thought about the readings and the cases before coming 
to class. In about a single page you will explain the relevance of each of ten points you feel are most important 
from all (not ten points from each) of the readings and case(s) for the week. Include any questioning of the facts 
and conclusions.  These will be submitted through the link on the Course Documents page in Blackboard by 
Noon every Friday.  Late submittals lose half credit 

DISCUSSING “TOP TENS” ONLINE 
To allow the class to learn from each other before the class meeting, after posting this homework through the 
link on the course documents page, post two of your points to the appropriate folder on the discussion area of 
Blackboard.  Then look over your classmates’ postings, making comments and suggestions for extra credit. 
DUAL NATURE OF ASSESSMENT: 
While the Top Ten reports of your preparation are only for course grading, every other submittal is being 
assessed two ways: for me to grade the course and for outsiders to assess how well the MBA program is 
performing.  My grading is focused on evidence of strategic thinking.  The outside assessment also looks at 
grammar, clarity of your speaking, specific evidence of strategic analysis, extent of business knowledge, etc.  
My goal is to both maximize your strategic thinking effectiveness and to prove that UIC MBA students are 
awesome and should get great new jobs and promotions. 
TEAM CASE ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION 
You will form 3-4 teams of 4-5 people to analyze and present one of the cases.  There will be one or two teams 
presenting each of the last three weeks.  You will submit a 3-5 page case analysis and present the case to the 
class, with each person doing a five minute presentation.  This presentation will be video recorded to assess 
how well UIC grads present.  It will also be part of your grade 
ASSESS THE QUALITY OF TEAM MEMBERS’ WORK AND PARTICIPATION 
Your assessment of your team members’ work will be used to assess the teamwork skills of our graduates.  It 
will also be used to decide how much credit will be given to each individual for the team project. 
INDIVIDUAL CASE ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION 
Working alone you will submit 3-5 page case analyses of two cases: Uber and Apple.  You will be discussing 
these extensively in class, but will write your own papers.  These will be analyzed to assess the thinking 
complexity of our graduates, their understanding of ethical and corporate governance issues, and writing ability. 
CLASS TIME 
Class meetings will be a mixture of discussing tools of strategic thinking and business strategy, applying these 
tools to the assigned cases to develop understanding and insights.  In each of the last three classes, one or two 
teams will be presenting the case discussed the week before, and classmates will give them feedback on the 
analysis and presentation.  In each of the first three classes, there will be time for each team to work together for 
enough clarification and synergy to get the team assignment done with few or no additional meetings before the 
presentation.  Students will also be expected to be generally aware of current events relevant to strategy, and 
especially changes that affect the cases being discussed. 
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ACADEMIC HONESTY 
You are expected to abide by the CBA Student Code of Ethics. In keeping with CBA policy, evidence of 
academic dishonesty will automatically result in a failing grade for the course and disciplinary review by the 
University. Academic dishonesty includes, but is not limited to: cheating, plagiarism, falsification of 
information, examination by proxy, bribery, and non-original works. Plagiarism is such a serious offense that it 
is grounds for expulsion from the University and can mar your academic transcripts as well as reduce prospects 
for hiring and graduate program admission. To update yourself on the honor code for the college as well as your 
rights and responsibilities as a student, please review the CBA Honor Code/Student Rights and Responsibilities 
at: http://www.uic.edu/cba/ugrad/Documents/CBAHonorCodestudentresponsibility.pdf 
Honor Code  
As an academic community, the College of Business Administration at the University of Illinois at Chicago is committed 
to providing an environment in which teaching, learning, research, and scholarship can flourish and in which all 
endeavors are guided by academic and professional integrity. All members of the college community—students, faculty, 
staff, and administrators—share the responsibility of insuring that high standards of integrity are upheld so that such an 
environment exists. 
In pursuit of these high ideals and standards of academic life, students will be expected to respect and uphold the UIC 
College of Business Administration Honor Code throughout their academic life at UIC. They will be expected to maintain 
the highest moral and ethical standards in all academic and business endeavors and to conduct themselves honorably as 
responsible members of the college academic community. This includes the following: 
 Not to seek unfair advantage over other students, including but not limited to giving or receiving unauthorized aid 
during completion of academic requirements; 
 To represent fact and self truthfully at all times; 
 To respect the property and personal rights of all members of the academic community. 
Violations of the Honor Code are just causes for discipline under the University of Illinois at Chicago Student 
Disciplinary Policy, and all allegations of Honor Code violations shall be handled pursuant to that Policy. 
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES 
The University of Illinois at Chicago is committed to maintaining a barrier-free environment so that individuals with disabilities can 
fully access programs, courses, services, and activities at UIC. Students with disabilities who require accommodations for full access 
and participation in UIC Programs must be registered with the Disability Resource Center (DRC). Please contact DRC at (312) 413-
2183 (voice) or (312) 413- 0123 (TDD). More information may also be found at the DRC Website located at 
http://www.uic.edu/depts/oaa/disability_resources/index.html. 
 
Students requesting accommodation must provide a Letter of Accommodation (LOA) outlining the specific accommodations 
requested for the course. This letter is developed by the DRC in coordination with the student and delivered by the DRC or student 
prior to the start of the semester. 

http://www.uic.edu/cba/ugrad/Documents/CBAHonorCodestudentresponsibility.pdf
tel:%28312%29%20413-%200123
http://www.uic.edu/depts/oaa/disability_resources/index.html
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MBA 570 Enterprise Strategy Summer 2018 Accelerated MBA 
Prepping case before class means reading it over and identifying points you think are most relevant. 
Note that the first “Top Ten” homework is due BEFORE the first class meeting.  [x] = pages in reading 
 Due Activities 
Prep for 
Class 1 

Noon Friday May 25 Prep Case: Team Case 1: Alibaba 
Read : [Barlow] Strategy: Synergy and Serendipity [2] 
Read : [Barlow] Jaques on Bureaucracy [3] 
Read : [Barlow] Brainstorming the Right Problem [4] 
Read : [Barlow] Team Quickstart [4] 
Read : [MIT] Platform Strategy Explained [6] 

Class 1 Sat May 26 Syllabus and Introductions  
Strategy Disjoint and Hierarchy 
Form teams and discuss Quickstart 
Teams Analyze Team Case 1 Alibaba with SWOT and Porter 5 Factor 

Prep for 
Class 2 

Noon Friday June 1 Prep Case: Team Case 2 Taobao 
Prep Case: Ethics Case Uber 
[Barlow] Ethics and Values Based Management 
Read : “Mind Map - Wikipedia” 

Class 2 Sat May June 2 Discuss strategy related news and readings 
One or two teams present  Team Case 1 Alibaba 
Discuss feedback.  Give teams feedback 
Teams Mind Map and Analyze Team Case 2 Taobao 
Cross Groups discuss and brainstorm Ethics Case Uber 

Prep for 
Class 3 

Noon Friday June 8 Submit Individual case writeup: Ethics Case Uber 
Prep Team Case 3 Robotech 
Prep Individual Case Apple 
Read : Chakravorti (download) The more things change [8] 
Read :  “Causal Loop Diagram - Wikipedia” 

Class 3 Sat June 9 Discuss strategy related news and readings 
One or two teams present  Team Case 2 Taobao 
Give teams feedback.  Share Uber recommendations 
Discuss and Analyze Team Case 3 Robotech with network/game approach 
Cross Groups discuss and brainstorm Individual Case Apple 

Prep for 
Class 4 

Noon Friday June 15 Submit Individual case writeup:  Individual Case Apple 
Read : [Barlow] Decision Matrix and Fuzzy Logic [2]  
Submit Teamwork evaluation form 

Class 4 Sat Jun 16 Discuss strategy related news and readings 
One or two teams present: Team Case 3 Robotech 
Give teams feedback.  Share ideas Individual Case 
Discuss learnings Strategy, Strategic Thinking, Creative Teamwork 
Feedforward for future classes 
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